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but wait, there's more! once you have a sound created, you can
browse sounds of any soundbank from the halion sonic se. this makes
it easy to find a sound you want to use. for example, you might find a
sound you have never tried and not even know exists. and since you
can create your own sounds, you can make them sound like anything
you want. no one can tell you what sounds you should choose. once
you have found the sound you want, you can create your own custom
presets from your selected sound. the result is a collection of sounds
of the same sound but different parameters. you can create presets
for any instrument in the halion sonic se. this may seem like a trivial
process, but in fact, its a very powerful tool for experimentation with
sounds. you can create presets that can be instantaneously saved for
later use. new features abound in this release. new features are
highlighted by the change from an xtream license to the more
affordable elicenser. the former required an extra $99 per year
license fee. the latter will cost you just $24 per year. thats a big
difference. the licenses are fully compatible. but it does require an
additional licensing fee. the new version of halion 6 introduces a new
feature: aax. this feature allows users to open sounds in a new
window where you can easily add an automation track. you can also
load existing vst plugin automation in aax format. a new feature is
also added. now, along with triggering and sequencing, you can clip
audio samples. this last feature is not available in the kontakt player.
the features are outlined in the release notes and can be found here:
here are some links to the product documentation. these are from
steinberg. steinbergs aac specifications are available at the kontakt
player is available for purchase at a complete tutorial on kontakt and
the halion player can be found at there is also a brief tutorial on the
halion player for all of the same links. a full list of new features are
here: for more on halion 6s features, see the release notes. for more
on the new elicenser, see the release notes.
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